By the progress of informatization, the data which is involved in the administration and public organizations are increased the requestion of the utilization. Nevertheless most of the agencies could not actively participate in sharing and opening the data to the public because of data quality problems. The purpose of this study is to verify the relationship for data quality, managerial and organizational factors which is to derive at the level of the organization's data quality management success factors suggested in previous studies, and the acceptance of the organization's quality management. The result identify that organizational factors, organization's data quality management encouragement and support, give effect data quality through the acceptance of data quality management. However, managerial factors was no effect the data quality management acceptance. This study than managerial approach when considering the quality control for the public organizations, in the early days of the current situation of a company-wide consensus was required, as well as directly to the level of quality factors affecting the quality of acceptance is presented to derive but has significance. (1999) Understand fully what information quality improvement is and why you are doing it / Implement information quality improvement effectively / Implementing information quality improvement on the right problem / Training and communication / Incentives for information quality / Management commitment to information quality improvement as a management tool / Managing change (1996) Establish data quality position / Formulate a data quality policy / Determine objectives / Obtatin management and employee commitment Segev (1996) Establish organizational awareness of the importance of information quality, and parties responsible for it / Define what we mean by data/information quality / Dstablish information flows and processes map / identify quality problems (or potential ones) and their location on that map / Identify technologies and practices that can be used to solve these problems / Evaluate the cost/Benefit tradeoffs associated with improving the quality of particular data or processes
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Understand fully what information quality improvement is and why you are doing it / Implement information quality improvement effectively / Implementing information quality improvement on the right problem / Training and communication / Incentives for information quality / Management commitment to information quality improvement as a management tool / Managing change Firth (1996) Establish data quality position / Formulate a data quality policy / Determine objectives / Obtatin management and employee commitment Segev (1996) Establish organizational awareness of the importance of information quality, and parties responsible for it / Define what we mean by data/information quality / Dstablish information flows and processes map / identify quality problems (or potential ones) and their location on that map / Identify technologies and practices that can be used to solve these problems / Evaluate the cost/Benefit tradeoffs associated with improving the quality of particular data or processes Wang et al (1998) Understand consumers' information needs / Manage information as the product of a well-defined production process / Manage information as a product with a life cycle / Appoint an information product manager(IPM) to manage the information processed and the resulting product 
Timeliness
-the degree to which data is promptly updated -the degree to which current data is relative to a specific task. Timeliness the degree to which data is available when it is required -the degree to which data is promptly updated -the degree to which current data is relative to a specific task Table 5 . Reliability values for measurement variables (Fig. 2 참조) .
연구 모형의 적합도 검증
본 연구에서는 수정된 연구모형을 중심으로 모형의 적합 도를 검증하였다. Table 11 . Path coefficient of research model 
